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The event is organized by the Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies and the Department of Economics, Ca Foscari University in Venice, in collaboration with the Hosei University Research Center for Edo-Tokyo Studies (EToS).

This conference is made possible through the generous support of The Toshiba International Foundation-TIFO.

Under the auspices of the Japanese Consulate General in Milan, The Japan Cultural Institute in Rome and the Italian Association for Japanese Studies-AISTUGIA
**Monday, January 13th**

**10.00-10.30 Opening of the Symposium and Institutional Greetings**
Introduction: **Rosa CAROLI** (Ca’ Foscari University)
**Michele BUGLIESI** (Rector of Ca’ Foscari University)
**Yuko TANAKA** (President of Hosei University)
**Yuji AMAMIYA** (General Consul of Japan in Milan)
**Masuo NISHIBAYASHI** (Director of The Japanese Cultural Institute in Rome)
**Maria Del Valle OJEDA CALVO** (Director of the Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies)
**Monica BILLIO** (Director of the Department of Economics)

**10.30-12.00 Keynote speeches**
Chair: **Hidenobu JINNAI** (Hosei University)
**Yuko TANAKA** (President of Hosei University) Waterside Culture in Edo
**Donatella CALABI** (Professor Emeritus at IUAV University in Venice) Venice and the Sea: A Cosmopolitan Commercial City

**14.00-16.30 Memory of place, memory of water**
Chair: **Stefano SORIANI**
**Fumiko KOBAYASHI** (Hosei University) Descriptions forming Memories: The History of Geographic Records of Edo-Tokyo
**Paola MASCHIO** (Hosei University) Memory and Representation of Edo through Parody: Muda sunago
**Rosa CAROLI** (Ca’ Foscari University) Memories of Water: Traces of Lost Rivers around Kandagawa
**Angelo MAGGI** (IUAV University in Venice) Visual Memories and Water Surfaces: The Photographer’s Eye in Venice
**Francesco VALLERANI** (Ca’ Foscari University) Contested Geographies and Environmental Risks in Venice Lagoon: The Recovery of Water Memories as Sustainable Governance

**16.30 Coffee break**

**17.00-19.00 Cities on water in cartography and geography**
Chair: **Franco MANCUSO**
**Nozomi HATAKEYAMA** (Hosei University) Garden of Edo-city succeeded to in Tokyo - Uniqueness to consider from the Water System and the Topography
**Tania ROSSETTO** (University of Padova) ‘Mappy’ Imageries of the Watery City: The Cartographic Figure of the Venice Lagoon across Epochs and Media
**Shinobu KOMEIE** (Hosei University) Mapping Tokyo: Cartography and the Representation of the Capital of Japan in the 20th Century
**Giovanni CANIATO** (State Archives of Venice) The Magistrato alle Acque’s cartographic production on water management projects during the XVI-XVIII centuries

**Tuesday, January 14th**

**9.00-11.00 The future of past heritage**
Chair: **Fumiko KOBAYASHI**
**Giorgio GIANIGHIAN** (Independent Scholar) The Venezia tools for its conservation are ineffective: why?
**Tsuneaki FUKUI** (Hosei University) Attempt of conservation and restoration of cultural landscape in Tokyo - Case of Edo castle outer moats and Katsushika-Shibamata temple town
**Haruka KURYU** (Hosei University) Maintenance and succession of “regional ecosystems” – examples of public bath, “sento” in Tokyo
**Matteo Dario PAOLUCCI** (IUAV University in Venice) Conservation issues between Venice and Tokyo

**11.00 Coffee break**

**11.30-13.30 Water cities and surrounding space**
Chair: **Makoto Shin WATANABE**
**Franco MANCUSO** (IUAV University in Venice) Venice, when the Territory is Water
**Paul WALEY** (University of Leeds) Reflecting the Changing Landscapes of Edo-Tokyo’s Waterways
**Masahiko TAKAMURA** (Hosei University) Appropriate Range of the City in Edo-Tokyo provided by the Historical Sacred Place of the Water
**Federica Letizia CAVALLO** (Ca’ Foscari University) Wine on Water/Oil on Water. Traditions and Liquid Modernity of Agricultural Practices in Venice

**Lunch break**

**15.00-17.00 Inhabitants of ‘global’ cities: Economy, culture and governance**
Chair: **Paul WALEY**
**Hidenobu JINNAI** (Hosei University) Process of Regeneration of Water City in Tokyo and its Future Vision
**Makoto Shin WATANABE** (Hosei University, ADH Architects), **Yoko KINOSHITA** (Kogakuin University, ADH Architects) The Beginning and the Present Condition of Collective Housing in Tokyo: Center-Periphery, Inland-Waterfront
**Stefano SORIANI** (Ca’ Foscari University), **Alessandro CALZAVARA** (AGRITECO) Water and the waterfront(s), or the missing dimensions in the debate on “metropolitan Venice”
**Francesca SANTORO** (UNESCO, Venice) Coastal cities: learning from the past to prepare for the future

**17.00 Coffee break**

**17.30-18.30 Closing panel** **Rinio BRUTTOMESSO** (RETE, Barcelona)
**Franco MANCUSO** (IUAV University in Venice)
**Hidenobu JINNAI** (Hosei University)
**Stefano SORIANI** (Ca’ Foscari University)